Instructor Agreement

This agreement, entered into as of the ___________ day of _______________________, is between _________________________, thereafter referred to as “Instructor”, and Diamond Sports Academy of Iowa, thereafter referred to as “DSA”.

DSA agrees to offer to the Instructor rental of batting cages at the DSA facility for private instruction. This includes use of L-screens, softball pitching screens, hitting tees, catch nets, portable baseball pitching mounds, softball pitching mat and buckets of baseballs & softballs. Instructor will also receive a security card for access to DSA facility.

The Instructor agrees to the following:
1. The Instructor is not considered an employee or agent of DSA.
2. The Instructor must complete a background check, and be approved prior to use of the DSA facility.
3. The Instructor must sign a DSA waiver, monitor all student participation while using the DSA facility and all student’s under instruction will fall under the Instructor’s liability.
4. The Instructor must agree to place their picture and biography on the DSA web site.
5. The Instructor will work directly with their student to establish the lesson rate.
6. The Instructor is responsible for scheduling their own reservation and shall utilize the on-line scheduling resource on the DSA website calendar.
7. The Instructor agrees to follow all facility rules posted on premise at the DSA facility.
8. DSA will charge the Instructor a $20 facility fee per student per half hour. (Example: If an Instructor schedules a 1 hour lesson with 1 student then the facility fee will be $40 payable to Diamond Sports Academy. 2 students for 1 hour lesson will be $80 payable to Diamond Sports Academy.)
9. Any camps and clinics the Instructor would like to have at DSA shall be coordinated with a representative from DSA no less than 1 month prior to advertising for said clinic. Camps and clinics will be treated similarly to team practices whereas the scheduled clinic will have use of the entire facility and be unavailable for individual use. As such, camps and clinics revenue will be split 50/50 between DSA and the Instructor.

The Instructor understands that any failure to abide by this Agreement can result in losing the rights to use the DSA Facility,

The Instructor understands that DSA reserves the right to take any action to protect the best interests of DSA.

_________________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________________
Instructor Signature                                                   DSA Representative Signature

_________________________________________________________  ____________________________________________________________
Print Name                                                                Print Name